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All locations and answers can be found within the main downtown area from Shelby
Street on the Bristol, TN, side to Cumberland Square Park in Bristol, VA, and from the
Bristol Sign and Train Station to Volunteer and Commonwealth Avenues.

Clues or Tasks
Take a selfie with the Bristol Sign.
Find a street sign named after a 1927 Bristol Sessions
musician or act. Which one did you find?
Find the butterfly sculpture on the outside of the
Bristol Public Library.
Find the Jerry Goodpasture Music Plaza and play a tune
on one of the “instruments”! Which one did you play on?
Step up to the mic at the “Take the Stage” sculpture and
sing a song. Be sure to get your picture taken!

✓ (Complete) or Your Answer

Clues or Tasks
Go to the upper level of the library and get the names of
the two busts.
Find the fairy door that transports you to a wizarding
world. Where is it?
Bristol’s very own hometown star Tennessee Ernie Ford
has a star of fame on the ground in front of a downtown
building. Where is it?
Take a selfie in the steel arch sculpture in front of the
Bristol Public Library.
Locate the oldest business in Historic Downtown Bristol.
(Hint: A mural can help you locate the dog-loving
apparel company!)
A historic building houses a downtown museum.
Go inside to find out the different businesses that used
to be located in that building and name them here.
At the library, take a picture of yourself with a lullaby.
Yes, you really can!
Where can you stand in two states at once? If you are
careful and watch for cars, you can take your picture
there! Be sure to get your grown-up to help you!
Find the dog listening to an old-fashioned record player
on a stone monument. Where is it? (Bonus: Can you find
out the name of the original dog?)
Find the bow ties at the library. How many are there?

✓ (Complete) or Your Answer

